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CAN WE TRANSFORM LOGIC PROGRAMS INTO ATTRIBUTE
GRAMMARS? (*)
by T. ISAKOWÏTZ (l)
Communicated by J. GALLIËR

Abstract. — In this paper we study the relationship between Attribute Grammars and Logic
Programs, concentrating on transforming togic programs into attribute grammars. This has potential
applications in compilation techniques for logic programs. It does not seem possible to transform
arbitrary Logic Programs into Attribute Grammars, basically because the same logic variables can
sometimes be used as input and sometimes as output. We introducé the notion of an Abstract
Attribute Grammar, which is simüar to that of an Attribute Grammar with the exception that
attributes are not classified into inherited and synthesized, and that the sematic équations are
replaced by restriction sets. These sets represent a restriction on the values of attribute occurrences
namely, all éléments within each set have to be equal. We give an effective translation schema
which produces an equivalent Abstract Attribute Grammar for a given Logic Program. We provide
a formai proof of this équivalence. We then proceed to classify a class of Abstract Attribute
Grammars that can be transformed into Attribute Grammars, and show how to achieve this
transformation, By composing both transformations one can transform certain logic programs into
attribute grammars. Complete proofs are given.
Resumé. — Dans cet article nous étudions le rapport entre les Grammaires à Attributs et les
Programmes Logiques, et tout particulièrement la transformation des programmes logiques en
grammaires attribuées. Ceci a des applications possibles en techniques de compilation des
programmes logiques. Il ne semble pas possible de transformer des Programmes Logiques arbitraires
en Grammaires à Attributs, essentiellement parce que les mêmes variables logiques peuvent être
quelquefois utilisées en entrée et d'autres fois en sortie. Nous introduisons la notion de Grammaire
Abstraite à Attributs, semblable à une Grammaire à Attributs à l'exception du fait que les attributs
ne peuvent être classés en hérités et synthétisés et que les équations sémantiques sont remplacées
par des ensembles de restriction. Ces ensembles représentent une restriction sur les valeurs des
occurrences des attributs, plus précisément tous les éléments dans chaque ensemble doivent être
égaux. Nous donnons un schéma effectif de traduction qui, pour un Programme Logique donné,
produit une Grammaire Abstraite à Attributs équivalente. Nous donnons une preuve formelle de
cette équivalence. Nous passons ensuite à la classification d'une classe de Grammaires Abstraites à
Attributs qui peuvent être transformées en Grammaires à Attributs, et nous montrons comment
réaliser cette transformation. Par composition de ces deux transformations on peut transformer
certains programmes logiques en grammaires attribuées. Les preuves complètes sont données.

.(*) Received January 1989, revised April 1991.
(*) Information Systems Department, Léonard Stern School of Management, New York
University, 40 West 4th St., New York, NY 10003, U.S.A.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This paper studies the possibility of translating Logic Programs (LPs) into
Attribute Grammars (AGs). Deransart and Maluszynski [9] show how to
perform this translation for a restricted class of LPs. Our method is more
gênerai in the sensé that it applies to arbitrary LPs. However the formalism
into which the translation is performed (AAG) is in some sensé weaker
than AG. The work presented there originated in [13] and was developed
independently by the author. In this paper we have adopted terminology
similar to the one used in [9]. As an example of the applications that a
translation of the type investigated here has, we point out to work by Attali
and Franchi-Zanettacci [2]. They show how one can use attribute évaluation
techniques to run TYPOL programs. TYPOL can be regarded as a subset
of the class of LPs with which we deal here.
Logic programs are expressively powerful but might be computationally
inefficiënt. How can the computational aspect be improved ? One could apply
techniques used for other programming languages, mainly those related to
compilation. In gênerai, LPs are interpreted. What is the différence between
an interpreted and compiler In a compiler commands are translated into
séquences of machine language instructions at compile time. An interpréter
translates each command as it is executed. Thus compilers are faster for
exécution while iriterpreters are better for development because they support
interactive program development.
What can we do about compiling Logic Programs? Let us analyze how
an interpréter for LPs works to see which instructions are re-translated every
time. Given a LP F and a Goal G, the objective is to fmd out whether
3xx. . .x„G (where xx, . . ., xn are all the variables appearing in G) holds
in F. In gênerai one is interested values for the variables that make the
goal G true. In more formai terms, one is interested in a substitution 6
such that T\-Q(G). This is called an answer substitution. Let us consider a
nondeterministic procedure to solve the problem. Recall that an Logic Program is a set of defmite clauses. The head of a definite clause A<^ Bu . . ., Bkd
is A, and its body is Bt, . . ., Bk.
Initially the set of goals consists of the initial goal G. The following steps
are repeated until the set of goals is empty.
1. Choose a goal g from the set of goals.
2. Piek a clause whose head unifies with the goal g.
3. Add the body of the clause to the set of goals.
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4. Apply the unifying substiution obtained in step 2 to the new set of
goals.
The procedure is clearly non-deterministic due to: (a) Choosing a goal
(step 1), (b) Choosing a clause (step 2) and (c) choosing a unifier (step 2).
Notice that this procedure might not end. It ends either when the set of
goals is empty or when step 2 is unsuccessful. In the first case the composition
of the substitutions obtained in step 2 is an answer substitution. If the latter
case occurs, one can only say that the current branch of the computation is
unsuccessful which, due to the nondeterminism of the algorithm does not
mean that there exists no answer substitution. One can only negatively answer
the question "is 3xt. . >xnG provable from F?" provided ail branches of
computation are unsuccessful.
Différent interpreters can deal in different ways with this non-deterministic
aspect. A determinsitic strategy can also be adopted. One could run an
exhaustive breadth-first strategy which considers ail possible choices. However, this would be unbearably slow. The standard Prolog [5] interpréter
regards the set of clauses and the set of goals as ordered séquences. In step 1
it picks the leftmost goal, and in step 2 it piek the first clause, L e. the one
appearing earlier in the program.
One can say that in some sensé steps 1 and 2 are re-translated continually
by the interpréter. Step 2 is computationally expensive in two ways. It involves
searching the program for clauses that could unify with the goal, L e. candidate clauses. Secondly, a unification algorithm has to be run for each candidate cluase and if successful, the resulting substitution is to be applied to the
new set of goas in step 4. This opération is tantamount to parameter passing.
It is on this aspect that we concentrate, proposing some techniques that
might replace the implicit parameter passing represented by unification with
a more explicit, directed method. This is how our results relate to compilation.
Instead of running similar séquences of instructions whenever a unifying
clause is obtained, it is possible to pre-compute some of the parameter passing
opérations.

1.1. Preview of the results

In this paper we study a systematic may of performing the translation
from a Logic Program into an Attribute Grammar. Due to the intrinsic
différence between the direction-less nature of logic variables and the directedness of attributes it is not possible to produce a semantically equivalent
vol. 25, n° 6, 1991
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Attribute Grammar for an arbitrary Logic Program. We introducé a formalism, Abstract Attribute Grammar (AAG), in which there is no classification
of the attributes into inherited or synthesized, The attributes are intrinsically
directionless, thus we abstract over the notion of direction present in AGs,
hence the prefix Abstract to our formalism. We give a linear time procedure
to translate a LP into a semantically equivalent AAG and we provide a
proof of the correctness of this method.
In AAGs équations are not written using the equal sign. Instead of writing
the équations t = tu . . ., t=t„, we use a different notation which introduces
the restriction set {t, tu . . ., /„ }. The semantics we impose forces ail members
of a restriction set to be interpreted by identical objects. We feel that this
simplifies the notation.
We proceed with an example, leaving the formai définitions for section 3.
Example 1.1 : Consider the Logic Program for syntactic addition given
by:
add(0,Y, Y).
add(s(X), Y, s(Z)) -» add(X, Y, Z).
Any proof tree for this LP will consist of a single branch ending with an
instance of add (0, Y, Y). We define a Grammar with two symbols: a nonterminal symbol add and a terminal symbol end which represents the end of
a computational branch. The terminal end has no attributes. The predicate
add is ternary, we will associate with it the non-terminal symbol add with
three attributes: x, y and z. Using our method we obtain the following AAG:
add => end

{x(e),0}
{y(E),z(e)}

add ^> add

The function 7ts when applied to a term of the form s{t^) returns tx. It is a
projection function. The idea behind the transformation is to relate different
occurrences of the same logic variable by semantic équations. Thus the set
{y (e) = z (c)} in the first production cornes from the first clause in the LP
where Y appears as the second and third argument of add.
The différence between an AAG and an AG is that the attributes in AGs
are directed and that the équations can be used for computation. Notice that
the LP can be used to compute sub traction as well as addition. If we want
Informatique théorique et Applications/Theoretical Informaties and Applications
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to transform the above LP into a AG we have to restrict ourselves to a
spécifie behavior of the program. Let us now transform this AAG into an
AG that computes the value of z as the addition of x and y. We let x and y
be inherited attributes (since they act as input) and z be synthesized.
add => end

zero (x (s))
z(e):=y(e)

add => add

x(l):

=TI S (X(8))

The predicate zero is applied to an input attribute and represents a condition
under which the production applies. In this sensé we have a Functional AG
as opposed to a simple AG. Notice that in the last équation we introduced
the function s which is the inverse of ns.
As additional example of the utility of our work, we note that a Functional
AG can be transformed into a functional program. In our case, we interpret
add as a function returning the value of the attribute z.
(add(k(xy)
(COND
(( = xO)y)
(T(s(add(nsx)y))))))
The functions s and KS are to be interpreted as successor and predecessor,
they can also be defmed with lambda expressions. This functional program
can be compiled into machine code and optimized. Thus, the whole process
shows that it is possible to compile some logic programs into machine code.
We leave this topic for further research.
As mentioned earlier, it is not just a nuance that in order to obtain an
AG we have to restrict ourselves to a spécifie input/output behavior of a
LP. The notion of a direction assignaient (d-assig) presented in [9] provides
the ability to talk about the different behaviors of the arguments of predicates
appearing in a LP by classifying them into input or output. This notion
extends to AAGs. We show how to obtain an AG from a given AAG and a
suitable direction assignment. A proof of the correetness of this transformation is given. Putting both transformations together, we see that starting
from a LP and a suitable d-assig it is possible to obtain a semantically
equivalent AG by transiting through an AAG.
vol. 25, n° 6, 1991
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1.2. Related work

Deransart and Maluszynski [9] show how to transform arbitrary LPs into
Relational Attribute Grammars (RAGs). In RAGs attribute équations are
replaced by first order formulae, thus RAGs are more gênerai than AAGs
which only permit equational formuale. Their translation from LPs into
RAGs provides an équivalence which is only reflected in the choice of the
semantic interprétation of the RAG, while in our case the équivalence is
forced by the syntactic qualifications of the AAG, while in our case the
équivalence is forced by the syntactic qualifications of the AAG. Thus our
transformation is more précise.
To summarize, we present a formalism (AAG) which captures via syntactic
équations the relations present in LPs and is still generous enough to allow
for the représentation of arbitrary LPs. We also pro vide a transformation
from a subclass of AAGs into AGs. We give full correctness proofs. We feel
that for the purposes of the problems we investigate here, Abstract Attribute
Grammars are more suitable than Relational Attribute Grammars. First, the
undirected nature of logical variables is better represented by restriction sets
than it is by gênerai predicates. Second, the relationship among different
positions in a clause is more transparent in our représentation. We strongly
feel that AAGs should be used as a tooi to investigate compilation aspects
of Logic Programs.

2. PRELIMÏNARIES

2 . 1 . Well formed Term

Well formed terms are used in the définitions of logic programs and
attribute grammars. We explain how terms are build inductively from a set
of variables and function symbols. Although the approach is in gênerai many
sorted, this is not needed within the scope of our paper. For the sake of
simplicity sorts are left out of the discussion.
Terms are defined inductively from a set of function symbols and a set of
variables. Each function symbol ƒ takes a predetermined finite number of
arguments which is called its arity and denoted by arity (ƒ). Function symbols
of 0 arity are called constants.
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DÉFINITION 2.1: Given a set Vof variables and a set ^Fof function symbols,
the set TF{V) of wellformed terms is defmed inductively as follows:
1. each variable v e V is a term;
2. if ƒ is a function symbol of arity n and tl9 . . ., tn are terms, then
f(tl9 . . . , / „ ) is also a term.
From 2 it follows that constants are terms. The set of terms isfreely generated
from the variables by the function symbols. This is important because it
allows functions over TF(V) to be defmed recursively. For a discussion of
inductive sets, free génération and recursive functions see the second chapter
of Logic for Computer Science by J. Galliër [11].
Given a syntactic characterization of the set of terms, we would like to
interpret these symbols in a coherent manner. That is, we want each function
symbol ƒ e F to stand for a spécifie function, each constant c to stand for a
spécifie value, and so on. This is formally done by an interprétation.
DÉFINITION 2.2: An interprétation J of a set of terms TF (V) is a mapping
such that:
1. The set of variables is assigned a spécifie domain J {V) — D called the
semantic domain of V.
2. For each function symbol feF of arity n, J (J) is a function from Dn
into D. In particular for a constant c, J(C)ED.
A way of relating variables to their domains is also needed. This is done
with valuations. A valuation oc for a set of variables Fis a mapping assigning
to each variable an element of its domain, that is: oc(V)eZ). Valuations are
naturally extended to terms as follows. Given a set L of terms, an
interprétation J and a valuation oc for variables, a is extended to a
valuation S of arbitrary terms as follows:
1. for a variable v, a (v) = a (v);

2. â(f(tl9...,

O = •/(ƒ)(£(*!), -. -, 5(0)-

From the définition it follows that for constants c, a{c) = J{c). That a is
well defmed follows from its définition and from the inductive définition of
terms.
2.2. Logic languages

A logic language ££ is given by a tuple < ^ , ^ , "V ) where:
1. & is a set of predicate symbols with assigned arities;
2. $F is a set of function symbols;
3. ^ is a countably infinité set of variables.
vol. 25, n° 6, 1991
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The set of terms of if is given by T^(y\
the set of terms constructed
from y and ^ , it is also denoted by Terms (if).
Notice that in a logic language if, the set of terms is freely generated from
the variables by the function symbols. We can therefore conclude that any
function mapping variables in if to terms in Terms (J?) has a unique extension to a function over Terms (J£). We use this to defîne the notion of a
substitution. A substitution is a mapping from formulae to formulae which
replaces some variables by erms in a systematic manner. Formally:
DÉFINITION 2.3: Given a function 0: Var (if)i—• Terms (if), its unique
extension to terms 5: Terms{<£)i—• Terms\S£) is a substitution.
We will identify 9 with 0. If 0 is a substitution and t a term, then 0 (t) is
called an instance of t,
Atomic formulae are of the form P(tu . . ., tn) where ?1; . . ., tn are terms
and P is a predicate symbol of arity n. The set of formulae is built up
inductively from the atomic formulae, the logic connectives and the quantifiers. For a more detailed discussion on the formai définition of logic languages
see [11]. The semantics are defîned via structures and assignments to free
variables as usual.

2.3. Defînite clause programs
Logic Programming deals with the computation of relations specified by
logic formulae. This section briefly outlines the main concepts which are used
in the sequel. For more details, the reader is referred to the literature [1, 15].
2.3.1. Syntax
We focus our attention on a special type of logic formulae. A defînite
clause is a pair consisting of an atomic formula A and a finite set of atomic
formulae [Bu . . ., Bk}, with k^O, commonly written as

In standard logic notation the clause described above is represented by the
formula:

where x l5 . . ., xn are all the variables appearing in Bu . . ., Bky A.
DÉFINITION 2.4: A Defînite Clause Program (DCP) is a finite set of definite
clauses belonging to a logic language if\
Informatique théorique et Applications/Theoretical Informaties and Applications
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Throughout the rest of this paper when referring to a definite clause
program we might use the name logic program although the latter constitutes
a larger class of programs. (A Logic Program can have clauses without
positive Htterals.)
2.3.2. Prooftheory
Following [1], a Definite Clause Program is considered to dénote its least
Herbrand model. It was shown in [4] that one can instead deal with the set
of ail atomic formulae which are logical conséquences of the definite clause
program. Each element in this set can be obtained by constructing a proof
tree having the term as its root. For our purposes it is convenient to consider
a definite clause program to be the spécification of the set of all its proof
trees.
2.5: A proof tree is an ordered labeled tree whose labels are
atomic formulae (not necessarily ground). The set of proof trees for a given
definite clause program F is defined inductively as follows:
1. If A <- 0 (i. e. with empty body) is an instance of a clause of Y, then
the tree consisting of the two nodes whose root is labeled by A and whose
only leaf is labeled by end is a proof tree.
2. If Tu . . ., Tk for some k>0 are proof trees with roots labeled
Bu . . ., Bk and A <- Bu . . ., Bk is an instance of a clause in F, then the tree
consisting of the root labeled with A and the subtrees Tu . . ., Tk is a proof
tree.
DÉFINITION

Example 2 . 6 : The following definite clause program computes syntactic
addition. The number n is represented by sn(0).
add(0, 7, Y)
add(s(X), y, s(Z))^add(X, 7, Z)
The tree appearing in figure 1 is a proof tree of this definite clause program.
It states a proof tree for 2 + 1 = 3.
2.4. Attribute grammars

In this section we briefly introducé Attribute Grammars. For a more
detailed treatment see [10]. Attribute Grammars were introduced by
Knuth [14]. The following définition is inspired from Chirica and Martin [3]
and Courcelle and Franchi Zannettacci [6, 7]. Some adaptations have been
made to simplify the définition. An Attribute Grammar is a pair ( j / , ƒ )
vol. 25, n° 6, 1991
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add(s(0),s(0),s(s(Q)))

add(Q,s(Q), s(Q))

end
Figure 1. - The proof tree for add(s(s(Q)), s(0), s(s(s(0)))).

consisting of a syntactical part <sé called an attribute system, and a semantic
part J called an interprétation. Roughly speaking, an attribute System defmes
a set E of function symbols, a context-free grammar G, a set of attributes for
each symbol in G, and a set E of semantic équations formed from the
function names in Z and the attributes. Normally the attributes and the
function symbols are typed (sorted). This ho wever is not needed within the
scope of our paper and we exclude sorts for the sake of clarity.
DÉFINITION

2.7: An attribute system sé consists of the following com-

ponent s :
1. A finite set E of function symbols.
2. A context-free grammar G = (N, T, P, Z), where Nis the set of nonterminals, T is the set of terminals, ZeN is the start symbol, and P^Nx (N[JT)*
is the set of productions.
3. With every symbol X of the grammar, a finite set A (X) of attributes is
associated. The cardinality of A (X) will be denoted by nx.
4. Two functions S\Xv^2A{X) and I\X^>2A{X) détermine which of the
attributes of X are synthesized and which are inherited. If the start symbol Z
has inherited attributes, or any terminal symbol has synthesized attributes,
the attrites, the attribute grammar is said to have parameters.
5. For every production p:Xe->Xx. . .Xn9 a finite set Ep of semantic
équations (or restrictions) which satisfies the following constraints. First, the
set of attribute occurrences of p is

= {z(s)\zeA(Xe)}U

U {z{i
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Each attribute occurrence z (i) has a tag i indicating that it is associated with
the grammar symbol Xi in p. This is necessary because the same attribute z
may be associated to distinct grammar symbols in the same production and
to different occurrences of the same grammar symbol.
We now defïne the set of équations Ep associated with a production.
(i) The only attributes of Xz that are defmed in p are synthesized. That is,
for every synthesized attribute aeS(Xc), there is exactly one équation

where tpa{z) is some term in

TZ(ATO€)(]?)).

(ii) Only inherited attributes of the right hand side are defmed in p. For
every k, l^k^n,
for every inherited attribute yeI(Xk)9 there is exactly one
équation

where tpy{t) is some term in
It should be noted that a semantic rule is orientée, in the sensé that it has
a left-hand side and a right-hand side which are not interchangeable.
We now turn to the semantics of Attribute Grammar s. Our goal is to
defïne the meaning assigned by an attribute grammar to a parse tree. Given
an attribute grammar cê = {jé, ƒ), the interprétation J is used to provide
meaning to parse trees. For every parse tree T9 Chirica and Martin [3] define
a System ET of équations among variables called attribute instances, and show
that this system has a least fixed point, which is taken as the semantics of T.
For the purpose of our work, we change this définition and take the set of
ail solutions of ET to be the semantics of T. Intuitively, attribute instances
are copies of attribute occurrences assigned to the nodes of the parse tree,
and attribute évaluation consists in computing the values of these instances.
In order to refer to nodes in parse trees, we use an addressing scheme due
to S. Gorn [12]. The root of the tree receives as address the empty string e.
If a node has the address u and this node has exactly n successors, they
receive the addresses «1, . . ., un from left to right. An attribute instance is
an expression of the form a(u), where a is an attribute of a symbol X, and u
is the tree address of a node labeled X in a parse tree. Instead of dealing
with parse trees we will use attributed tress in our discussion. These are
obtained from parse trees by replacing each node X by the node X
( X. 1 (m), . . ., X. nx (m) ) where X. 1, . . ., X. nx are all the attributes of X
and m is the position of the node.
vol. 25, n° 6, 1991
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Given an attributed tree T, the set AIT of attribute instances associated
with T and the System of équations ET are defined inductively as follows (see
[3, 16]).
DÉFINITION 2.8: If T is an attributed tree of depth 1, then the production
applied at the root is some production (p) :A^m, where ue T* is a terminal
string. Then,

ET = Ep,

and

AIT = ATOC(p).

if T is an attributed tree of depth ^ 2, then the production applied at the
root is some production p : Xe -• Xx. . . Xn, where X1. . . Xn contains some
nonterminals, say Bl9 . . ., Bk. Let Xx. . .Xn = u1Bxu2. . ,ukBkuk+1, with
«!, . . . , « H 1 e 7*. Then, if the subtrees rooted at 2?ls . . ., Bk are Tu . . ., 7"fc,
for l^ï^fc, let

with JS^JT,.
^r, = { (^ = 0 [a (ju)/a (u), a (u) e AIT} \ (x = t) e ET,},
with Bt = Xp where (x=t)[a(ju)/a(u), a(u)eAIT^\ is the resuit of simultaneously substituting a (ju) for every occurrence of a (u), for each a (u) e AIT .,in
the équation x=t. Then;

and

If the attribute grammar has attribute parameters, then for each instance
a (u) of an mherited parameter a associated with the root, there is an équation
of the form a(u) = x0 where x 0 is an initial value. Similarly the synthesized
attributes of the leaves have équations which initialize them.
Notice that the équations in ET contain terms over AI(T). Dénote by
Al(jtf) the set of ail attribute instances of the attributed trees of the attribute
system $$. The terms appearing in ET are in Tz(AI(jtf))9 the interprétation
part J of an attribute grammar assigns a spécifie domain to Al{sé) and
actual partial functions over that domain to the function names in Z. Given
an attributed tree T, a valuation a assigning values in D to all the attribute
instances in AI(T) is valid if no term in ET is underfmed, and all the équations
Informatique théorique et Applications/Theoretical Informaties and Applications
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in ET are satisfied. The semantics of T is defmed to be the set of all valid
valuations of T. The semantics of the attribute grammar ( j / s </) is the set of
ail pairs (T, a) where T is an attributed tree and a a valid valuation for T.
Notice that we use partial functions to interpret the function symbols.
From a computational point of view it is important that the attributes are
split into inherited and synthesized; and that the semantic équations satisfy
the conditions (i) and (ii) of page 5. These support an algorithm for fmding
a valid valuation for an attributed tree. The évaluation problem consists in
fmding a partial order on the attributed tree so that the variable élimination
described in the previous example works.
2.5. Conditional attribute grain m ars

A conditional attribute grammar is similar to an attribute grammar except
that in addition to the équations associated with each production, a predicates
on some input attribute occurrences are present. We follow [8] for this définition. In order to proceed we need to formalize what we mean by input and
output attribute occurrences.
Intuitively, input attribute occurrences of a production are occurrences in
its left hand side of inherited attributes and right hand side occurrences
of synthesized attributes. Output attribute occurrences of a production are
occurrences of synthesized attributes in its left hand side and occurrences of
inherited attributes in its right hand side. This is formalized as follows.
DÉFINITION 2.9: Given an attribute System se and a production/? of the
form XE => Xx. . . Xn, a splitting of attributes into inherited and synthesized
via functions / and S induces a splitting of the attribute occurrences of p
into input and output as follows.

Input(p)={a(e)\aeI(Xe)}U U {a(i)\aeS(Xd}
n

Output (p)={a(E)\aeS(Xt)}UV{a

(i) | a e ƒ (ÜQ }•

i=\

In conditional attribute grammars conjunctions of literals on input attribute
occurrences are introduced into the productions. The interprétation part of
a Conditional Attribute Grammar associâtes subsets of the corresponding
cartesian product to predicates. Given a decorated tree, a valuation will be
valid provided not only that the équations are verified, but also that the
conjunction of literals of each production is satisfied.
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DÉFINITION 2.10: A Conditional Attribute Grammar is an Attribute
Grammar that contains a set of predicate symbols 0> = P1, . . . , P r Each
production p has associated, in addition to the équations Ep, a logic formula
Bp which is a conjuction of formulas of the forai Pj(tl9 . . ., Q or
—\P(tl9 - . ., O for some n — ary predicate symbol Pe&, and some terms
*!,...,*„ that contain only input attribute occurrences.
The semantics of Conditional Attribute Grammars are sets of decorated
trees with valid valuations as in the case of attribute grammars, except that
in addition, each valid valuation has to satisfy the formula Bp.

Notice: The fact that the arguments of the predicates Bp are input attribute
occurrences is important since this will guarantee the computability of valid
valuations. Since satisfying the logic formula Bp will involve just checking
the values already computed.
Deransart and Maluszynski introducé Functional Attribute Grammars (FG)
and show their relationship with Logic Programs [9]. They use the name
Functional Attribute Grammar for what we hère call Conditional Attribute
Grammar.
2.6. Relational attribute grammars

Relational Attribute Grammars have less structure than Attribute Grammars. Each production has a logic formula associated with it. In order for a
valuation for an attributed tree to be valid, it has to satisfy some logic
formulae.
2.11: A Relational Attribute Grammar consists of
1. A fînite set X of function symbols.
2. A fînite set 0> of predicate symbols.
3. A Context Free Grammar G = (N, T9 P, Z).
4. With every symbol X of the grammar, a fînite set A (X) of attributes is
associated.
For every production p : Xz -> X1. . . Xn9 a logic formula Rp of the logic
language < ^ , 2, ATOC(p)}, that is, the variables in Rpaxo attribute occurrences of p.
5. An interprétation which is similar to the interprétation of Attribute
Grammars except that each n-ary predicate P is interpreted by a subset of
the cartesian product of the domains of the attribute occurrences. The boolean
operators receive their normal interprétation.
DÉFINITION
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The semaintics of Relational Attribute Grammars are as that of Attribute
Grammars, except that RAGs have no computational semantics. Valid valuations for an attributed tree have to satisfy the logic formula associated with
each address in the tree, but there is no algorithm for Computing valid
valuations.
3. ABSTRACT ATTRIBUTE GRAMMARS

To the best knowledge of the author this formalism is new. It abstracts
over the inherited/synthesized splitting of attributes in an attribute grammar.
The syntactic part consists of an abstract attribute system which differs from
an attribute system in that there is no splitting of attributes into inherited
and synthesized; and the équations are replaced by restriction sets. The
semantic part consists of an interprétation J as bef ore.
DÉFINITION 3.1: An abstract attribute system sé consists of the following
components:
1. A fmite set 2 of function symbols.
2. A context-free grammar G = (N, T, P, Z), where N is the set of nonterminals, T is the set of terminals, ZeN is the start symbol, and
P^Nx V=N{J T* is the set of productions.
3. With every symbol X of the grammar, a finite set A (X) of attributes is
associated. The cardinality of A(X) will be denoted by nx.
4. The set of attribute occurrences is defïned as in page 9. For every
production p : Xt => Xx. . . Xn, a finite set Rp of restriction sets whose éléments
are terms in T^(ATOC(/?)).
From any attribute grammar one can obtain an abstract attribute grammar
by replacing each équation a(i) = t by the restriction set {a(i)9 t}. Abstract
Attribute Grammars can be viewed as a special type of Relational Attribute
Grammars which use only the equality predicate and where a shórthand
notation has been introduced to express equalities of the form
x 1 = x - 2 = x 3 = . . . =xn as sets {xl9 . . ., xn}. We think however, that this
restriction is important enough to be considered in a class by itself. It stands
in an intermediate position inbetween Attribute Grammars and Relational
Attribute Grammars because although it does not have a computational
component derived purely from its syntactic part as AGs do, it does not
push to the semantic level all constraints on its valid attributed trees as
RAGs do. We can view AAGs as AGs devoid of procédural connotations
but retaining their déclarative demantics. In RAGs, ail semantics are pushed
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to the interprétation level by assigning meaning to the different predicates.
The différence relies on the fact that the meaning of the only predicate
appearing in AAGs (equality) is fixed for ail interprétations, while that is
not true for the predicates which appear in RAGs. Furthermore, we see that
AAGs are the adequate fonnalism to express the constraints implicit in LPs
in grammar form.
Example 3.2: Consider the following abstract attribute grammar which is
similar to the functional attribute grammar presented in example 1.1.
>end {0, X(E)}
{Z(e), 7(8)}
add=>add (X(l), p(X(e))}

As it turns out, for the purpose of this paper, it is enough to consider
just one class of interprétations to be introduced in section 4.3. These
interprétations have as domain the set of terms and a fixed interprétation
for some of the function symbols. We feel however, that AAG as a formalism
should have a more gênerai semantics, as we procees to present now.
The semantics are defmed using the interprétation J. Attributed Trees are
deflned as for attribute grammars except that instead of a set ET of équations,
a set RT obtained from the restriction sets of the production instances
appearing in T is associated with the tree. Given an attributed tree, a
valuation a is valid if the éléments of each restriction set are assigned identical
éléments of the domain. If the interprétation assigns partial functions to the
function symbols, the values assigned to the attribute instances have to belong
to the domain of the functions applied to them. The semantics of an abstract
attribute grammar is taken to be the set of all its valid attributed trees.
Example 3.3: For the previous example consider the interprétation:
1. D is the set of natural numbers Jf.
2. p is the predecessor function (substract 1).
Consider the attributed tree of figure 2. The following valuation is valid:

a

X(8)

Y(s)

Z(e)

X{\)

7(1)

2(1)

1

4

5

0

4

4
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<( £ ), 7 ( £

, y(1),Z(1)>

X(\),p(X(s))}
Y(i), y (s)}
Z(e), s(Z(!))}•
Z(\\X{\)}
Figure 2. - An attributed tree for the abstract attribute grammar.

Any valid valuation for this tree has to assign 1 to X(&); Z(e) will be assigned
the successor of Y(e).
Abstract Attribute Grammars lack an évaluation algorithm. The restrictions are simply stated, no hint as to how a valid valuation could be obtained
is given. This is a drawback of the formalism for computational purposes.
However, we fmd it suitable for dealing with logic programs in their full
generality since there, as well, the semantics are déclarative.
4. TRANSFORMENT A LOGIC PROGRAM ÏNTO AN ABSTRACT ATTRIBUTE GRAMMAR

4 . 1 . Overview of the method

Let us our approach for converting a Logic Program into an equivalent
Abstract Attribute Grammar via an example. Consider the following LP F
(it describes syntactic addition)
(pj

add(Q, 7, Y)

(p2)

add(s(X), Y, *(Z)) - add(X9 Y, Z)

Any proof tree for this logic program will consist of a single branch ending
in an instance of add(0, Y, Y). The syntactic component of the proof trees
of F is captured by the Context Free Grammar G given by:
(p[)

add => end

By "erasing" the arguments of the predicate add in a proof tree one obtains
a parse tree of G. However, these parse trees lack information about values
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appearing as arguments of the predicate add. In order to represent these
arguments, we associate three attributes a, b, c with the nonterminal add,
each corresponding to an argument of the predicate add. What restrictions
should one place upon these attributes? We will introducé a restriction for
each production and each variable or constant appearing in its corresponding
clause. We adopt the following naming convention. Paths(p, x) is the restriction related to clause p that deals with the variable (or constant) x.
Let us look at clause (p^. The constant 0 appears as the first argument of
add. We represent this by introducing the restriction:
Paths(pl90) = {0,a(s)}
The idea is that ail members of Paths{pu 0) should be made identical. Since
0 is a constant, this forces, a(E) = 0. We deal in a similar fashion with the
variable Y. It appears as the second and third argument of add. We introducé
the restriction:
Paths(pl9 Y) = {b(e),c(E)}
This set represents ail positions in which the variable Y occurs. One wants
to force ail members of that set to be equal. Let us deal now with the second
clause:
. add(s(X), F, s{Z)) -> add(X, Y, Z)

(2)

We introducé a projection function ns on terms. When applied to a term of
the form s(t)9 it returns the term /. If the argument of ns is not of that form,
the results is ±, the undefined value. If one thinks of s as the successor
function, one can think of p as the predecessor function. In order to state
the restrictions corresponding to clause (2). We take one variable at a time
and build a set representing all positions in which that variable occurs. For
example X appears in the first argument of the left and right occurrences of
add. On the left side it is the subterm of the first argument. This occurrence
is denoted by ns(a(z)). On the right side, it occurs as the first argument of
add. Grouping these occurrences we obtain:
Paths(j>2,X)={%s{a(z)),a(\)}
The case of Y is simpler since it occurs directly as the second argument of
the left and the right appearances of add. The set is:

Paths{p2, Y)
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The case of Z is similar to that of X:
Paths(p2,Z)={if(c(B))9c(l)}
These are all the restrictions needed for this clause. Intuitively, a valuation is
acceptable if it induces identity within each set. This should be clear by the
way those sets were defîned, they represent all occurrences of a variable or
constant.
Our claim is that the logic program F and the abstract attribute grammar
G' consisting of G and the sets described above, are equivalent. That is, the
set of proof trees of F and the set of valid attributed trees of G' are equivalent.
Let us look at a proof tree for add(s(0), s(0), s(s(O))) appearing in figure 3.

add(Q,

end
Figure 3. - The proof tree for add(s(Q)t .5(0), s(s(0))).

add

pic(e)),i(l)}
add

(0, a(l)}

end
Figure 4. — The corresponding attributed tree.

The attributed tree corresponding to it appears in figure 4. The valuation
corresponding to the proof tree of figure 3 is:
a

a (s)

b (e)

C(6)

«(1)

6(0

C (l)

•KO)

s(0)

5(5(0))

0

s(0)

5(0)

Similarly, for any valid attributed tree there is an isomorphic proof tree. Let
us analyze what all valid attributed trees of the form given in figure 4 are.
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The restriction {0, a(l)} fixes the value a(l) as 0. The restriction {7ts (a (e)),
Û(1)} forces û(e) = j(fl(l)) = j(0). The values of 6(e), 6(1) and c(l) have to
be identical, and provided c(e) is of the form s(t)9 the restriction
{if(c(s))5 c(l)} forces c(e) = s(b(s)). It follows that the only possible values
at the root of the tree are: a(z) = s(0), c(z) = s(b(z)). So the value of the
third argument has to be the successor of the second argument. This is
exactly what the logic program does. Notice that we need not specify which
of the arguments are input and which are output. There is however, a
problem with the following valuations:

c(l)=±
This valuation satisfies the restrictions of the attributed tree but does not
correspond to any proof tree. The reason is the occurrence of J_. In this case
it stems from the fact that c(e) is not a term of the form s(t). We rule out
solutions which are undefined for some éléments of a restriction set. This
corresponds to imposing some structure on certain attributes [in this case
C(8)].

We now proceed to give a formai treatment of the ideas just exposed.
4 . 2 . The path function symbols

In section 4.1 we defined a function TTS that "stripped" the s from terms
of the form s(t). We are interested in functions that dénote ail occurrences
of a variable or a constant within a term. Throughout this paper we use the
word atom to refer to a variable or a constant.
Let S£ be the logical language in which the definite clauses are written.
Recall that Terms {£?) dénotes the set of terms of if. Also let Var{J£) be
the set of variables of if, Func{^) the set of function symbols öf if and let
Atoms {J£) be the set of atoms (z. e. variables and constants) of if\ For each
term t, let Atoms (t) dénote the set of variables and constants appearing in t.
For each function symbol ƒ of arity n appearing in Func (#") we introducé
n function symbols TI{, . . ., n{. We also need a function symbol for the
identity: id, and a new constant _L to dénote the undefined value. The collection
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of ail selector function symbols, 1 and id will be denoted by lLFunc{^y When
this does not lead to confusion, we drop the Func(J£) from ^Func^y
Let ° dénote the concaténation of function symbols, and let E* dénote the
set of fînite strings over S. Given a term t and an atom x appearing in it,
we are interested in specifying ail access paths to x. This done as follows.
DÉFINITION 4.1: For each term teTerms(J£) and each xeAtoms(J£), we
defme a set of terms <!>(/, x) in Z* recursively as follows:
1. if x$Atoms(i) then <D(£, x) = 0 ;
2. if x=t then $>(t, x)={id}\
3. if t=f(tu , . . , 0 then

, x) = U

{n[*x\xeQ(ti9x)}

The éléments of <E> (t, x) will be called paths.
Example 4.2: Consider t=f(g(z, x), x) and let us compute O(7, x). Since
x appears twice, we should get two paths.
<t>(t9 x)={n[°x\xe<l>(g(z9

x)9 x)}U

{nf2*x\xe<l>(x9 x)}

(1)

Clearly <D(x, x) — {id}, hence the last component of the union évaluâtes to
{7t{ ° id}. In order to fmd the value of the first expression we have to compute
x\ x).
<b(g(z9 x)9 X) = { T C Ï « X | T 6 * ( Z , X ) } U {%\*x\xe<b(x9

x)}

Replacing ^>(g(2, x), x) for its value in équation (1) we obtain
$(t, x)={%{°n92°id,

n{°id}

Note: The fact that id appears at the tail of each member of <b(t, x) is a
technicality. It arises from our recursive définition. Since concaténation will
be interpreted as function composition and id will be interpreted as the
identity function, we might as well erase the trailing ids.
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4 . 3 . The termal interprétation

Notice that the éléments of <J>(t, y) are strings in E*5 with concaténation
denoted by °. However, when considering the set TS(F) of terms build up
from a set of variables V and the function symbols in S, we can uniquely
relate éléments in 7 ^ ( F ) with éléments of TZ{V) by interpretmg ° as function
composition. This is done by the mapping

Notice the reversed order. For example, n{on92°id(t)

is mapped to

Let TERM S dénote the set of all terms in ££. We interpret %{ as a function
K{ on TERMS as follows:
tt

if

t=f(tl9

. . . , g

1

otherwise

Let us also interpret id as the identity on TERMS. We now have an
interprétation for all of E*, which we will call NAT (since it is natural). For
each element n in S*5 let n dénote its interprétation in NAT. Since our
motivation for defming the sets <i> (t, x) was to specify all access paths to x
in i, we should have that for any ne<!>(t9 x),

One can easily proof this by an inductive argument on the structure of t.
We show how this works with an example.
Example 4.3: Let t=f(g(z, x), x). In example 4.2 above we showed that
O (t, x) = {n{ ° 7i| ° zd, TT{ ° id}
Thus (TI{ ° ns2 ° id) (t) should evaluate to x.
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Since the path functions will be used in transforming logic trees, it is
interesting to study how they interact with substitutions. In particular we are
interested in knowing whether they commute with substitutions.
Example 4.4; Let t = g(x) and let 0 be a substitution such that Q(x) = h(à).
We see that 9 and n{ commute:

0 (S? (0) = 8 K f e (x))) = 9 (x) = * (a)
Â (8 (0) = mO(g (x))) = Sf (g (h (a))) = h (a)
However, if we try the same with n\ ° n\, it does not work:

0 Ô^T(r)) = 0 ffî (rt[(g (x)))) = 0 fâ (x)) = 0 (1)
^F^T(0 (0) = ï î {A (0 (g (*)))) - SI (iî (g (h (a)))) =
The reason that the second function does not commute with 0 is that
7t
i°^T(0 is undefïned. We can also show that those are the only cases in
which this happens.
LEMMA

4.5: For any 7te£* 5 any term î and any substitution 0
if n (0 ^ 1 then 0 (% (t)) = n (0 (*))

Proof: One proceeds by induction on the length of n. We show hère the
base case for n of length 1, Le. nell. The inductive argument follows easily.
From the définition of X, n is either the identity or of the form n{ for
some ƒ and some z. In the first case the resuit clearly holds. In the second
case since n(t) ^ _L, t is of the form f(tu . . ., tn). Therefore,

4 . 4 . The construction

Given a logic program F, we show how to construct an abstract attribute
grammar by transforming each clause into a production and its restriction
sets. First however, we have to defme the set of terminais and non-terminais
of the Abstract Attribute Grammar and their attributes. For each predicate
P of arity np appearing in F, there is a nonterminal P with np attributes
P. 1, . . ., P.np. Each attribute corresponds to an argument position of the
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predicate P. The only non-terminal is end, it has no attributes. Given a clause
(p)

Pt (t\, ...,

fnp) <- P, (t\, ...,

tlPi), ...,

Pt (t[, ...,

Q

we associate with it the context free production
00

P.

=>

Pi...Pi

Example 4.6: Consider the following clauses from a program for symbolic
differentiation.
(a) dif(x (U, V),X,+{x (B, U), x (A, V))) <- dif(U, X, A), dif(V, X, B);
(b)
dif(X,X,l);
(c)
dif(u,v,0);
(d)
dif(v,u,0).
The corresponding abstract attribute grammar will have one non-terminal
dif with three attributes dif 1, dif 2 and dif 3. The productions are;
(a')

dif ==>

dif dif

dif =>

end

dif

=>

end

dif =>

end

There is a one to one correspondence between the terms that appear as
arguments of the predicates in clause/» and the attributes of the non-terminals
appearing in the production p''. The nomenclature used makes this clear. One
can defîne a mapping trp, from the set of attribute occurrences to the set of
terms which represents this correspondence:

The restriction sets associated with the clause make sure ail occurrences of
the same variable have the same value. This is achieved by forcing ail paths
leading to that variable to be equal. The sets $>t, x) defmed in section 4.2
are used to this end. For a given attribute occurrence a, every member of
O (trp. (a), x) is applied to a, all these expressions are collected into the set

Paths (p\ x):
Paths (p\x)=

U

{ x (a) | x e O (trp. (a), x) }

oeATOC(p')

In other words, every path leading to x in a term is applied to its corresponding attribute.
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Example 4.7: Take the first clause of the logic program appearing above:
(a) dif( x (U, V), X, + ( x (*, U), x (A, F))) <- ^/(<7, Jf, ,4), dif(V, X, B)
The correspondance between attributes and terms is:
trp.(difA(E))=x(U9
trp,{dif.2{z)) = X
trp.(dif.3(E))=+(xB9
trp.(difA(l))=U
trp,{dif.2{\)) = X
trp.{dif.3(l)) = A
trp,(dif.l(2))=V
trp.(dif.2{2)) = X
trp,(dif.3(2)) = B

V)
U), x(A, V))

Let us calculate Paths(a\ V). Since Q>(t, V)=z0 whenever F does not appear
in t, one only needs to consider the following sets:
<!>(trp,(difA(e)), V) = Q(x(U, V), V) =

{n^id)

<S>{trp,{dif.?>(z% ^ 0 ( l ( x ( 5 , U), x(A, V)\ V) =

{n^n^id}

®(trp,(difA(2)\ V) = O(V, V)={id)
Collecting all these, one obtains
Paths(a\ V) = {u2 °id(dif. 1 (e)), n^ °TT2X °id(dif.3(e)), id(dif. 1 (2))}
In a similar fashion one obtains the restrictions for X, U, B and A.
We have described how to deal with the variables. The constants are
treated similarry, except that one adds the constant itself to the set.
Example 4.8: The clause dif(X, X, 1) of example 4.6 above is translated
into the following abstract attribute grammar production.
{b')

dif => end Paths (b', X) = {ididif. 1 (e)), id{dif. 2 (e))}
Paths(b'9 1) = {1, id(dif.3(z))}

This construction is repeated for each clause of the logic program. As a
resuit one obtains a production for each clause, each production has as many
restriction sets as variables and constants appear in the original defînite
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clause. We now turn to study which values satisfy the restrictions imposed
by the sets Paths (p, x).
Consider the interprétation NAT for X* presented in section 4.3. The
domain of attributes is TERMS, the function symbols n are interpreted as
selectors, id as the identity function on TERMS. If we substitute for each
attribute occurrence a its corresponding term trp.(à), ail éléments of
Paths {p\ x) should evaluate to x. Furthermore, by assigning substitutions of
the corresponding terms to the attributes, the restrictions should be satisfied
as well. This is proven in the next lemma.
LEMMA

4.9: Every element x (a) e Paths (p'', x) satisfies
T(trp.(a)) = x
for any substitution 0,

(1)

x (0 (trp. (a))) = 0 (x)

(2)

Thus any valuation of the form a (a) = 0 (trp. (a))) satisfies ail restriction sets
of the production p''.
Proof: By définition, if T(a)EPaths(jp\ x) then xeO(rr p ,(a), x). As explained on page 19 this implies x(rrp, (a)) = x, which is exactly (1).
In order to prove (2) notice that since x (trp. (a)) = x, it is the case that T
(trp>(a)) ^ J_ hence by lemma 4.5 on page 521 any substitution 0 will
commute with x on trp> (a), thus
T (0 (trp. (a))) = 0 (x (trp. (a))) =

0,(x)

D

Example 4.10: In page 523 we calculated Paths {a', V)\
Paths (a', V) = {KÏ° id(dif. 1 (8)), 7i2+ ° 7i2x o id(dif. 3 (e)), id(dif. 1 (2))}

There we also had that tra, (àif. 1 (8))= x (0, V). Clearly,
%l o id{tra, (dif. 1 (s))) - %ï « id{ x (0, V))
= V.

The previous lemma shows that the terms obtained by applying a substitution
to the terms appearing in a clause satisfy the restriction sets of the corresponding production. They are therefore good candidates for valid valuations.
Notice that for these valuations, none of the éléments of a restriction set
évaluâtes to the undefined value. The lemma just proved shows that substitutions of the original terms are valid valuations. With the aid of the following
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lemma one shows the converse, namely that any valid valuation of a production can be obtained by applying a substitution to the terms of the original
clause.
LEMMA 4 . 1 1 : Let t, t' be terms so that:
1. for any variable x appearing in t and for any xe<X>(75 x), x{t') # _L;
2. for

any variable x appearing in t and for any x l s x2e<3>(7> x)?

3. for any constant b appearing in t and for any xe$(r, b), x(t') = b,
then there exists a substitution 0 such that t' = Q(t).
Proof: Intuitively condition 1 tells us that t and t' have similar structure
and condition 2 that ail occurrences of a variable in t are substituted for the
same term in t'. Condition 3 makes sure that constants appear in the same
places in t and in t\
Notice that a substitution is uniquely determined by the value it assigns to
variables. We will defîne the substitution 0 by specifying the value of 0(x)
for every variable x appearing in t.
Let x be a variable of t, and let x be a member of <ï> (t, x) we defîne 0 (x)
as follows:

ï(0
It is not clear that 0 is well defined, Le. is independent of the choice of x.
Condition 2 forces any two members of <I> (t, x) to agrée on the value they
assign to t hence 0 is well defïned. Next we prove that 0 is such that t' = Q(t).
The proof is by induction on the complexity of t.
1. If t is a constant b then O(?, b) = {id}. By condition (3) we have that
id(t') = b, hence t' = b thus Q(t)=t = b=t'.
2. If t is a variable x, then Q)(t, x)={id] and x is the identity. By
condition (1) we have that id{t') ^ _L therefore t' # J_, and

3. Suppose now that t=f(tu . . ., tn). For any variable or constant x of t,
any %e<f)(t, x) has to be of the form x = xf °x' with T' an element of S*. Since
x ( 0 = 7Cf ° T ' ) ( O ^ - L w e conclude that t' is of the form: f(t'u . . ., Q. We
show that for 1 ^ i^n, 0 (tt) = t\. This implies 0 (0 = t'.
Let us concentra te on i=l, the treatment being the same for the other
cases. Notice that any variable or constant appearing in tx has to appear in
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t as well. Therefore x e O ^ , x) if and only if n{°Te$>(t, x). It is easy to
show that tx and t\ satisfy conditions 1-3 of the lemma. By inductive hypothdf

esis we conclude that the substitution 0X defïned by Q1(x) "= x1(t[) where
Tie<S>(t1, x), is such that 6(r1) = /'1.
We show that 0 and Qx agrée on ail variables of t1. By définition,
x1 eO(? l5 x) implies K{°X1 eO(/, x). Since the T used to define the value of G
on x is also an element of <fr(t, x), condition 2 allows us to conclude
n{°T1 (t') = x(t'). Clearly, 0(x) = ï (f') = n{°T1 ( 0 = ^ 0 1 ) = $i M- Since 0 and
0! agrée on ail variables of tx we have that 0(r1) = 01 tx) = t[ as wanted. D
COROLLARY 4.12: Given a definite clause p for any valid valuation oc of Us
corresponding production p' one can effectively construct a substitution Qpa
such that for each attribute occurrence a ofp',

Proof: Consider a valid valuation for the attribute occurrences of a production/?'. Let trp, (a) be t and a (a) be t' in the hypothesis of lemma 4.11. The
first condition of the lemma is satisfied because valid valuations are required
to be defïned on all members of the restriction sets, since a is valid and
t' = OL(i). Conditions 2 and 3 are satisfied because a is valid, Le. all éléments
of each restriction set agrée on their value. Thus the lemma allows us to
conclude that there exists a substitution Qp a such that t' = QPta(t). This is
exactly what we set out to prove. D
We now show that there is a one to one correspondence between the set
of proof trees of a logic program and the set of valid attributed trees of the
abstract attribute grammar obtained from it.
Given a proof tree T, one constructs an attributed tree A (7) with valid
valuation a r as follows. If the subtree at position m of T is an instance of
clause
(p)

Pt (ri, . . . , fnp) <- P, {t\, ..., tlp), ...,pl

(t[, ...,

Q

and the production constructed from p is
<J>')

P,

=>

Pi--Pi

then the subtree corresponding to p' appearing at position m of A (T) is
shown in figure 5.
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...,

Figure 5. - The subtree at position m of A (T)

Clearly there is a one to one correspondence between the attribute instances
of A(T) and the arguments of the predicates in T. Let this correspondence
be denoted by tr. We show that the valuation aT defined as
df

OLT(a(m)) = tr(o) is valid. Let m be a position in A{T) other than the root
or a leaf, and let Nm = Pi(PiA (m), . . ., P£.np.(w)> be the node appearing
there. Nm belongs to the instances of two productions, its lower and its upper
production. We have to show that aT is valid for both of them. Consider
the lower production/?'. Since r i s a proof tree, the subtree of depth 1 rooted
at position m is an instance of a defmite clause p with substitution 0.
Furthermore, p is the clause from which p' was obtained. Hence aT opérâtes
on every attribute instance a (m) of iV~m as follows
aT (a (m)) = tr (a (m)) = 0 (trp, (a (s)))
By virtue of lemma 4.9 ocT is valid for the lower production. In a similar
fashion one proves that otr is valid for the upper production. Clearly the
same argument applies to the root of A (T) which only has a lower production,
and to the leaves which only have upper productions. We have proved the
following:
THEOREM

4.13: IfT is a proof tree then (A(T), aT > is a valid attributed

tree.
We now proceed to show how to obtain a proof tree from a valid attributed
tree. Given a valid attributed tree <S, ot> a proof tree L((S, a>) is constructed as follows. If an instance of production (//) Pz => P1. . .Pt appears
at position m of S as shown in figure 5 on page 24 then the subtree shown
in figure 6 appears at position m of L ( < 5 , a ) ) . The arguments of the
predicates are the terms obtained by applying a to the corresponding attribute
instances. We have to show that this subtree corresponds to an instance of
the defmite clause p from which p' was obtained. Clearly a is valid for p\
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Pe(a(i>e.2(m)),

P, (a {P^2{m\)\

...,a(

. . , o ( y , . « P l ) ( w l ) ) ) . . . Pt (a (i>,. 2 (m/)), . - -, a (P,. *P|) (ml)))
1

Figure 6. — The subtree of L ( ( S , a ) ) at position m.

hence by lemma 4.11 there is a substitution 0p such that
oc (P,.; (rofc)) = 9p {trp, (P, J (*))) = 0p (/J)
This shows that the subtree of figure 6 corresponds indeed to an instance of
the defïnite clause p as wanted. We have proven the following theorem.
T H E O R E M 4A4:
proof tree.

If {S,

a}

is a valid attributed

tree then L((S,

oc>) is a

By starting with a proof tree T, theorem 4.13 gives a valid attributed tree
< A ( J), aT >. By applying theorem 4.14 one obtains a proof tree
L ( < ^ ( 7 ) , a r > ) . Clearly

The mapping T\—>(A(T), otr> is therefore injective. One can easily see that
it is also surjective. Therefore there is a bijection between the proof trees of
a logic program F and the valid attributed trees of its corresponding abstract
attribute grammar A (F). Furthermore, by construction, this bijection is
computable. This is our main resuit, stated as follows.
COROLLARY 4.15: Given a Logic Program F, one can construct an Abstract
Attribute Grammar A (F) such that there is a computable one to one correspondence between the proof trees ofT and the valid attributed trees of A (F).
We now revisit the example for the Logic Program to perform syntactic
addition presented in the introduction.

Example 4.16: Consider the logic Program for syntactic addition given by:
(p,) add(0,Y, Y).
(j>2) add (s (s (X), Y, s (Z)) -> add (X, Y, Z).
Using our construction we come up with the following Abstract Attribute
Grammar
(p\) add => end
Paths (j>u0) = { add. 1 (e), O}
Paths (pu Y) = { add. 2 (e), add. 3 (s)}
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add =• Add

Paths(p2,X)-={ns(add. 1 (s)), add. 1(1)}
Paths(pu Y)={add.2(e),
add.2(l)}
Paths (px, Z) = {ns(add.3(e)), <w#.3(1)}
This is exactly the same (modulo renaming) Abstract Attribute Grammar
which we presented in the introduction and again in section 4 . 1 .
4.5. Comparison with previously published results
In [9], Deransart Maluszynski show how to construct a Relational Attribute
Grammar semantically equivalent to a Logic Program. How does our resuit
differ? After ail AAGs are special types of RAGs, hence our resuit does not
seem to add anything new. Their transformation however, does not involve
any amount of term-matching or pre-processing. They associate with each
défini te clause a context free production as we do. In addition, with each
context free production pj a logic formula of the form Rj(xx, . . ., xnj) is
associated where ATOC(pj)={xu
. . ., xnj}. In order to establish semantic
équivalence between the RAG and the LP, the interprétation part of the
RAG is chosen so that the predicates Rj are mapped into all «,-tuples of
terms which are instances of the terms su . . ., snj which appear (in their
textural order) in the rij different positions of the original definite clause.
Any relationship between attributes which would result from the same
variables being used at different argument positions in the defmite clause are
absent in the syntactic part of the equivalent RAG. All agreements are
pushed to the semantic level. There is no gain in terms of term-matching or
possible évaluation of the LP by doing this.
However, our transformation makes explicit the agreements necessary
between the different attribute occurrences at the syntactic level by making
strong use of the Path functions. We push a semantic condition to a syntactic
level, which makes the transformation more interesting.

5. TRANSFORMÏNG ABSTRACT ATTRIBUTE GRAMMARS EVTO CONDITIONAL
ATTRIBUTE GRAMMARS

We mentioned the lack of an algorithm to evaluate abstract attribute
grammars. Since évaluation algorithms for attribute grammars have been
extensively studied, it is interesting to investigate when an abstract attribute
grammar can be transformed into an equivalent attribute grammar. In this
section we state suffïcient conditions. By applying our method, starting from
a logic program one obtains a conditional attribute grammar which is simïlar
vol. 25, n° 6, 1991
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to the one obtained by the method described in [9]. We should mention hère
that the différence between Attribute Grammars and Conditional Attribute
Grammars is irrelevant when considering évaluation methods since those
developed for Attribute Grammars also work for Conditional Attribute
Grammars.
An abstract attribute grammar is said to be réversible if every attribute
occurence in a production can be reconstructed from its occurrences in the
restriction sets. More formally:
DÉFINITION 5.1: An abstract attribute grammar < ^ 5 t / ) is said to be
réversible if for every attribute occurrence a appearing in a production p
there exists a function / a p over the domain of J which satisfies the following
condition.
Let {tu . . ., tk} be the union of all the restriction sets in which a appears,
and let a be a locally valid valuation (L e. valid when considering the
attributed tree composed of the production p by itself). Then,

Note: the actual function fa> p dépends upon the ordering of the terms
a (fi), . . ., ot(^). Also fo dépends on the interprétation J but not on the
valuation a.
Example 5.2: Every abstract attribute grammar obtained from a logic
program by the construction described in section 4.4 is réversible. Consider
the abstract attribute grammar for syntactic addition of example 4.16. Recall
the interprétation described in section 4.3. The domain is the set of a logic
language, and K\ is the selector function for terms of the form s(t). The first
production is:
(/>!)
add^end
{0, a (s)}
{c(e)9b(E)}
The fonctions fa{E)> p\,fh{z),p\ and fc{e),Pi are given by:
fa (s), pi (*1> h)= h>
fb(z),p'i VU h)~ h>

and
fc(z),p'i (*1> tl)~

The second production is:
(p'2)
add^add

t

l-

{a (1), ^ ^ ( e ) ) }
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{6(1), 6 (E)}

}
In this ca>sefbiz)tp2>fa(i),P2>fba),P2 a n d fcuhû a r e s i m i l a r t o t h e f i r s t production, andfa(thP2(tl9 t2)=f&{£hp'(tu t2) = s(t2) for any terms tl9 t2.
The reversibility condition will be needed in order to reconstruct an
attribute from its pièces. In order to obtain a conditional attribute grammar
a splitting of attributes into inherited and synthesized is needed. For a special
kind of splittings called safe, it will be possible to construct a conditional
attribute grammar.
Since the parameter passing concept is easier captured by an Ïnput/Output
classification, and such a classification is implicit in the Attribute Grammar
formalism, we will phrase our results in terms of Input/Output attributes.
Recall from section 2.5 the définition of Input and Output positions of a
production p of the from Xt=> Xx. . ,Xn.
n

Input(/>) = {a(e)\aeI(XC)} U U {a(i)\aeS(Xd}
1=1

Output(p)={a(s)\aeS(XJ}U U {a(i)\aeI(Xd}
Where S(X) dénotes the set of synthesized attributes of X and I(X) the set
of its inherited attributes. We now define safe splittings.
DÉFINITION 5.3: Given an Abstract Attribute Grammar (,$/, , / > , a splitting of its attributes into inherited and synthesized, a production (p)
X&=>X1. . ,Xn and a term t in Tz{ATOC{p)), we say that t is output-free if
the i/o-splitting induced by it is such that no term in Output (p) occurs in t.
A production (p) Xt => Xx. . . Xn is said to be output-free if every restriction
set associated with that production has one term which is output-free.
DÉFINITION 5.4: Given an Abstract Attribute Grammar, we say that a
splitting of its attributes into inherited and synthesized is safe if the i/osplitting induced by it is such that every production in sé is output-free.

Example 5.5: For the abstract attribute grammar discussed in example 5.2,
consider the following splitting:
inherited'= {a, b)
synthesized= { c }
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The Input/Output attribute occurrences of production p[ are:
Input(p'l)={a(e)yb(e)}
Output (^i)={c(e)}.
The restriction sets associated with pj are: (0, a (s)} and {b(s\ c(e)}. Since
the ternis 0, a (s) and b(e) are output-free, so is the production/^.
Similarly, for production p'2> since a(e), b(&) and c(l) are output-free, so
is the production p'2. This shows that for this Abstract Attribute Grammar,
the splitting given above is safe.
DÉFINITION 5.6: An abstract attribute grammar will be called simple if has
some safe splitting of attributes.

5.7: Let G= < J / , J ) be a réversible Abstract Attribute Grammar
and let If S be a safe splitting of the attributes of G. There exists a Conditional
Attribute Grammar G' = ( sé', $"'} with is semantically equivalent to G (i.e.
whose sets of valid decorated trees are isomorphic).
THEOREM

Proof: We give a constructive proof. G' is constructed by transforming
each production p of G into a production p' with its associated équations.
The context free components are identical as are the interprétations, except
for some new function symbols are introduced in G\
For each production p in the A AG we introducé p' in G'. The Context
Free component is the same, the équations associated with p' are constructed
given a fixed safe splitting. We set up an équation for each output position
a(j). Let tu, . . ., tih be all the terms appearing in the restriction sets which
a(j) appears. Since G is réversible there exists a function/ û(j)p such that
*(aVy)=faU).r(*(ttI),---,"(tik.JÎ)

(2)

for any locally valid vahiation a. A function symbol is added to sé' forfa{j)pi
which we will dénote b y / a 0 ) p. The interprétation J' part of G' will interpret
faUhp by faUhP'

Let Rlf . . ., Rkar\ b e t n e ^striction sets of which tiv . . ., tik
bers. Since the splitting I/S of G is safe, there exist terms

are mem-

that are output-free. The following équation is associated with/?' (notice that
this step is non-deterministic since there might be more than one output-free
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term in each restriction set).

One also has to ensure that all the terms belonging to a restriction set are
identical. In order to do so, from each term q in a restriction set, a terni q'
is constructed by substituting every occurrence of an output attribute in q
by the term to which it is equated. In the case of a(j) above, one replaces
every occurrence of it byfaU)tP(hix> . . .,
h^J.
For each restriction set ^ — {q1^ . , . , ^ . } we obtain a logic formula
^ï' = = (^ 1 i = = ?i 2 9 A * * *Aciuni-i^(ifin)'
(The symbol = stands for equality in
the logic language, the dot is added to differentiate it from the equality used
in équations.) To avoid redundancy, expressions of the form q1 = qr are left
out. The formulae R'u*..,R'n
corresponding to the restriction sets
Ru . . ., Rn are collected into the logic formula R' = R'1 A . . . A ^ , which is
associated with p'. Notice that R' has been constructed so that it only
contains occurrences of input attributes. This complètes the construction of
the conditional attribute grammar G'.
We now show that G and G' have equivalent semantics. There is a natural
correspondence between the attributed trees T of G and attributed trees T
of G' given by the above transformation which relates the équations and
input predicate associated with productions of G' with restriction set of G.
Notice also that a is a valuation defined for T if and only if it is defmed
for T.
We first show that if a is a valid valuation for I7, and production p occurs
at address n in 71, then
<* (a (nj))=fa .y,,, (oc (hh (»)),

oc(\y>(«»)

(3)

Since a is a valid valuation for T, and any valid valuation for T is also
locally valid for every production p that appears in T, it follows from the
reversibility of G that a has to satisfy the following equality:
a(û(«7))=/ a u ) f P (a(^(H)) 9 . . ., OL(tika(j)(n)))
for the terms tt , . . . , * ; .

(4)

appearing in the restriction sets associated with

p. Since ti{ and hit are both members of Rit it follows from the validity of a
that a (tk (n)) = a (A£| (n)) hence equality (3) follows.
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Similarly, if a is valid for T\ then equality (3) follows from the fact that
the équation

appears in T' and that/ û 0 ) p is interpreted as faU) p.
We now show that a is valid for T if and only if it is valid T' by showing
that for every tree address n in T, a is valid at n if and only if it is valid at
address n in T. Let p be the production that is used at address n and let p
be its corresponding production in G' (it follows that p' is used at address n
in T'). Since the ternis hix were chosen from the same restriction set as tip
and since a is a valid valuation, we have that a(/^) = a(^). Each term q' is
obtained from q by replacing each occurrence of a term of the form ttl by a
term hiv It follows that a(q'tfil(n)) = a(qitil(n)) for i= 1, ..., n and /= 1, ..., n{.
Thus a valuation a satisfies a restriction set R{ (n) ={qitl («), • . ., qit „. («)} iff
a(qit i(„))= • . . =a(^„.(«))iff
a<«li (»))=-••=« («;,B£(II)) iff
it satisfies the logic formula R'i(ri).
We have shown that:
1. the set of attributed trees of G and G' are isomorphic;
2. given isomorphic decorated trees T of G and !T of G\ and an address
« in their respective domains, the set of valid valuations of T at address n is
the same as the set of valid valuations of T at address n.
It follows that G and G' have the same semantics. D
Note: An important point that follows from our defmition of valid valuations and which is not made explicit here, is that values assigned to input
positions have to be such that no term appearing in either an équation or a
logic formula is undefined, L e. they belong to the domain of the functions
(or composition of functions) which are applied to them.
Example 5.8: The resuit of applying this construction to the addition
abstract attribute grammar with the splitting described above is the following
Conditional Attribute Grammar:
(/>;) add => end
c (e) =f^J, (b (e), b (e))
(û(fi) = «A

(p'2)

add^add

fc^(b(E
a{l)^faith
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^P2 (*î {a(s)), < {a(s))) = ^ (a(s)) A

The interprétation part of the Conditional Attribute Grammar, partly obtained from example 5.2, is as foliows:

= the projection function on terms of the form s(x)
Given the interprétation I', it is easy to see that the Conditional Attribute
Grammar given above is equivalent to the following notationally more intuitive Conditional Attribute Grammar.

add=>add

This last Conditional Attribute Grammar is similar to the one obtained from
the logic program for addition by the method described in [9] except that
instead of a(e) = 0 they introducé the predicate instance (a (s), 0); also a
predicate instance (a (s), s (X)) is introduced in the second production by them
which is not needed here because of the way valid valuations are defined,
namely no term can be undefmed. This forces a (s) to be an instance of the
term s(X).
From theorem 5.7 we obtain the following corollary.
COROLLARY 5.9: For every réversible simple Abstract Attribute Grammar
one can construct an equivalent Conditional Attribute Grammar.

6. TRANSFORMING A LOGIC PROGRAM KNTO A CONDITIONAL ATTRIBUTE
GRAMMAR

We will now show how to transform a Logic Program with a légal InputOutput assignment to its predicate positions into a Conditional Attribute
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Grammar. (The exact meaning of légal will be stated below.) This is done in
two steps. First the Logic Program is transformed into an Abstract Attribute
Grammar as described in section 4, Them the transformation of the section 5
is applied to obtain an equivalent Conditional Attribute Grammar. In order
to utilize the construction given in theorem 5.7 we have to make sure that
the Abstract Attribute Grammar obtained from the Logic Program is indeed
réversible. That is the focus of the next lemma.
LEMMA 6.1: The Abstract Attribute Grammar obtained from a Logic Program using the construction described in section A A is réversible.

Proof: Recall that the construction associated predicate symbols with nonterminals and predicate argument positions with attributes. The natural
mapping between attributes and the terms appearing in the corresponding
argument position of the clause was denoted by trp,, i. e. if a is an attribute
occurrence in production p', then trp, (o) is the term appearing in the original
clause of the LP in the argument position corresponding to a (refer to
page 24).
In order to show reversibility of the Abstract Attribute Grammar we piek
an arbitrary production p' (which corresponds to a definite clause p) and an
arbitrary attribute occurrence a of p' and we construct a function fo p, such
that for any locally valid valuation oc,
a ( a ) = / o , p , ( a ( a ...,*(Q)

(5)

where tu . . ., tk are all the terms in the restriction sets of p' in which o
appears. Intuitively, this is possible because each restriction set associated
with p' represents an atom occuring in the original definite clause. Thus the
atoms that make up the term corresponding to a are scattered among the
restriction sets. Since we can construct a term from the atoms appearing in
it, we can reconstruct it from selected éléments of the restriction sets.
Let us dénote by t the term trp<{o). Let su . . ., sn be all the atoms (i.e.
variables and constants) appearing in t, Clearly, t can be constructed from
its atoms by using term constructors, hence
t = <p(sl9 . . .,s„)

(6)

for a function cp that is a composition of term constructors. For example,
the term t=h(f(X, Y), a) can be constructed from X, Y and a by the
function
<p : < x 1 ? . . ., x 3 >
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Clearly, for any substitution 6, 0 (t) — q> (9 (s^, . . ., 9 (sj). Since a is a locally
valid valuation for p\ we have by corollary 4.12 on page 24 that
a(a) = e Pfa (0-Hence,
B ( J l ),

. . . , 8,. .(*.))

(7)

Recall that each restriction set RL associated with p represents all the paths
leading to an atom in p, Le. R^ Paths {p, sj for some st. Let
s'i e Paths (p, st)9 hence s\ is of the form x (a£) for some attribute occurrence
Oi of p'. Hence
(8)
By corollary 4.12,

«(<*•)= W M a , ) )

(9)

a(^) = ï(e p , a (rr p (a i )))

(10)

hence

Since x (a) s Paths (p, st)y by lemma 4.9 on page 22,
%,A*i) = ï(%,Atrp(od))

(11)

Hence, from équations (7), (10) and (11) we obtain the following equality

a(a) = <p(afó), . . . . a f t ) )

(12)

for s'i, . . ., s'tt members of the restriction sets of p' in which a appears. Since
a is valid, it has to agrée on ail members of each restriction set thus for any
terms tu . . ., tn such that t{ and s\ are in the same restriction set we have
that
a(a) = q>(a(r1), . . . , a ( O )
If we now dénote cp byfOiP,, we have equality (5) as wanted.

(13)
•

Now, in order to obtain a Conditional Attribute Grammar from an
Abstract Attribute Grammar, theorem 5.7 requires the AAG to be not only
réversible but also safe. Therefore, in order to transform a Logic Program
into a Conditional Attribute Grammar we will also need to impose certain
conditions on the LP that will resuit in a safe splitting of the attributes of
the AAG. We borrow our notation from [9].
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DÉFINITION 6.2: Given a Logic Program, a direction assignment (d-assig)
is a mapping of the arguments of each predicate symbol occuring in the LP
into the set { j , î } .
A d-assig splits the argument positions of each definite clause into input
positions and output positions similarly to the way a splitting of attributes
into inherited and synthesized results in an InputjOutput splitting of the
attribute occurrences of a production. Given a definite clause, its input
positions are { positions of the head of the clause and f positions of its body.
Output positions are t positions of its head and j positions of its body.
The condition needed to obtain an Attribute Grammar is that each output
position be computable from input positions. This can be done if each
variable which ossurs in some term in an output position also occurs in a
term which is in an input position. This will guarantee that the value of the
variable be instantiated when it is needed.
DÉFINITION 6.3: A d-assig is called safe if each variable occurs in a t least
one input position.
Since there is a one-to-one correspondence between argument positions of
predicates and attributes, a d-assig imposes a slitting of the attributes: attributes corresponding to argument positions to which the d-assig gives the
value l are inherited, while attributes corresponding to argument positions
that receive the value | are synthesized. It is easy to see that input argument
positions of a definite clause p correspond to input attribute occurrences of
the corresponding production p' and similarly for the output positions and
attribute occurrences. Thus, it makes sensé to ask the question of the sqfeness,
in Abstract Attribute Grammar terms, of the d-assig. We have the following
lemma.

LEMMA 6.4: Let Y be a Logic Program, Iet G be its equivalent Abstract
Attribute Grammar obtained using our construction. Also, let d be a d-assig
for Y and let Ij O be its induced splitting on the attributes ofG. Ifd is safe so
is I/O.

Proof: Let/' be a definite clause appearing in Y and let/?' be its corresponding production in G. We have to show that each restriction set associated
with p' has an output-free element.
Recall that each restriction set R is of the form Paths (p, s) for some atom
s. If s is a constant, then s e Paths (p, s) by définition of Paths (p, s), hence R
is output-free. If s is a variable X, by the safeness of Y, there exists an input
position of/? where X appears. Let a be the attribute corresponding to that
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input position. By définition, a is an input attribute occurrence of p'. Since
R = Paths(p, X) and X appears in tr(a), there has to be a term of the form
x(a) in R. Since a is an input attribute occurrence, x(a) is an output-free
term, hence R has an output-free element. Since R was chosen arbitrarily,
this complètes our proof
•
By putting together lemmas 6.1 and 6.4 with theorem 5.7 we obtain the
following corollary,
6. 5: Let F be a Logic Program and let d be a safe d-assig for
F, there exist a Conditional Attribute Grammar which is semantically equivalent
toT.
COROLLARY

Proof: First, construct and Abstract Attribute Grammar G which is equivalent to F by using the condition of section 4.4. Lemma 6.1 tells us that G is
réversible. Lemma 6.4 shows that the induced I/O splitting is safe. Thus, the
conditions for theorem 5.7 are met allowing us to construct a Conditional
Attribute Grammar G' which is semantically equivalent to G, hence to F. •
DÉFINITION 6.6: A Logic Program for wich there exists a safe d-assig will
be called a simple Logic Program.
From our previous results, the following corollary follows.
COROLLARY 6.7: Every simple logic program has an equivalent conditional
attribute grammar.
In gênerai, the problem we are trying to tackle is that of finding an answer
substitution for a query posed to a Logic Program. A query that induces, by
virtue of its ground terms, a safe splitting of the argument positions, will be
called a safe query. Given a Logic Program F and a safe query, an equivalent
Conditional Attribute Grammar can be constructed on the fly to assist in its
unification-f ree évaluation (how exactly this évaluation proceeds is beyond
the scope of this paper). The process will become more efficient if the amount
of processing to be done for each quercy could be reduced.
Notice that the reversing functions / a p, used in lemma 6.1 do not depend
upon a spécifie valuation nor upon a spécifie splitting of the attributes. Thus,
these functions can all be precomputed for all attribute occurrences and
productions at once when first transforming a Logic Program into an
Abstract Attribute Grammar. Then, in order to construct a Conditional
Attribute Grammar in response to a safe query, it will be enough to détermine
the input and output positions of each production and then assemble the
necessary équations and predicates by using the reversing functions precomputes when constructing the Abstract Attribute Grammar.
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We now compare our results with the transformation from logic programs
to conditional attribute grammars described in [9]. Their Construction 3 shows
how to obtain a Conditional Attribute Grammar equivalent to a Logic
Program with respect to a safe d-assig. Proposition 1 states that every simple
Logic Program can be transformed into an equivalent Conditional Attribute
Grammar. This is similar to our corollary 6.1.
Given Logic Program with a safe d-assig our transformation will exhibit
an equivalent Conditional Attribute Grammar by performing an intermediate
transformation into a Abstract Attribute Grammar. Thus we have two steps
in our transformation: from a Logic Programm to an Abstract Attribute
Grammar and from an Abstract Attribute Grammar into a Conditional
Attribute Grammar. What is the gain?
The method described in [9] requires a spécifie input/output assignment to
transform a logic program into a conditional attribute grammar. With our
method however, one can construct a generic abstract grammar for a given
logic program without dealing with input/output assignments. When a spécifie
inputjoutput behaviour is irnposed, its safeness can be checked and the corresponding conditional attribute grammar constructed from the abstract
attribute grammar. Furthermore? as we discussed above, the amount of
processing needed to produce a Conditional Attribute Grammar from a
spécifie query can be substantially lowered by precomputing the reversing
fonctions.
The advantage of our method when compared to theirs is that a significant
portion of the translation can be done independently of the spécifie input/output assignment, which means that portions of the compilation process can be
done for the entire logic program independently of any query. It is the part
that générâtes an abstract attribute grammar equivalent to the original logic
program. Whenever a spécifie quercy is to be evaluated, an input/output
assignment is imposed. Our method then proceeds to check for safeness of
the assignment and then to the construction of the equivalent conditional
attribute grammar whenever possible. In [9] a complete translation has to be
performed each time query is posed. Our method therefore achieves a greater
level of efficiency by identifying aspects of the logic program which are
independent of the particular ijo assignment.
7. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have investigated the relationshïp between Logic Programs
and Attribute Grariimars. The lack of an input/output behavior in the former
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clashes with the nature of the latter. This led us to introducé Abstract
Attribute Grammars. We have shown the close relationship between both
formalisms, and we have provided a construction that transforms any logic
program into an equivalent abstract attribute grammar.
We have given sufficient conditions for transforming an Abstract Attribute
Grammar into an equivalent Conditional Attribute Grammar. These conditions apply in the cases of Abstract Attribute Grammars obtained from Logic
Programs via the construction described in section 4.4.
We have also shown how our work ties in with the work by Deransart
and Maluszynski [9]. When constrained to the domain of their investigations
{simple iogic programs), the end results of applying the transformations
described there and hère do coincide. The types of constructions described
hère and in [9] can be viewed as an attempt to exelude unification from the
computation of proof-trees, by replacing it by a form of pre-processed
matching. Our approach is more powerful in a number of ways:
1. The transformation from Logic Programs into Abstract Attribute Grammars is not restrieted to a particular class of LPs,
2. Although, Deransart and Maluszynski are able to transform arbitrary
Logic Programs into equivalent Relational Attribute Grammars, their
transformation does not provide any degree of term matching. Our transformation from Logic Programs to Abstract Attribute Grammars does.
3. There is a certain amount of pre-processed matching that can be done
independently of a particularly query being posed to a Logic Program.
Our transformation from Logic Programs to Abstract Attribute Grammars
captures that. In [9], ail meaningful transformations are dependent upon a
spécifie i/o assignment, hence to a spécifie class of queries.
4. By performing a greater amount of preprocessing, which involves precomputing the reversing functions at the time a Logic Program is iransformed
into an Abstract Attribute Grammar, we show how to construct a Conditional
Attribute Grammar equivalent to the Logic Program with respect to a spécifie
safe query without performing any amouat of term matching. This sets the
ground for a scheme to Unification-Free évaluation of Logic Programs.
In this paper we have presented two transformations: LPs to AAGs and
AAGs to LPs. We have fcrmally shown the oorrectness of these transformations and explained what their advantage is. We have compared our results
to those published elsewhere and we have argued for the generality and rigor
of our approach,
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8. FURTHER RESEARCH

We are also interested in continuing our investigations on the following
topics:
• Evaluation: how to use attribute evaluators to run Logic Programs that
have been transformée! into Abstract Attribute Grammars?
One can look at the Abstract Attribute Grammars as a compilée form of
the logic program. The exact way in which this intermediate code can be
used is not clear at the moment. One way of tackling this problem is to use
logic programming interpreted techniques although it is not clear how efficient
and pratical this would be. Another possibility is to adapt Attribute Grammar
techniques to AAG.
• We have given sufficient conditions for transforming an Abstract
Attribute Grammar into an equivalent Conditional Attribute Grammar, the
topic of finding necessary conditions is work studying.
• Functionality: by un-freezing the interprétation of functions in a Logic
Program and by using Conditional Attribute Grammar évaluation techniques,
it seems plausible to add functional programming capabilities to logic programs.
• Natural Language Processing: It is possible to transform some DCGs
into AGs. In doing so one can separate the parsing process from the rest of
the computation which can be dealt by an attribute evaluator. This leads to
efficiënt implementations of Natural Language Processing Systems whose
prototypes are built in Prolog and then transformed into AGs. Characterizing
the class of DCGs for which this will work is worth studying.
It is our thesis that the preprocessing of clauses of a Logic Program
proposed here will substantial improve the run time for a large class of LPs.
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